Azerbaijan - Tunisia relations

Brief information on diplomatic relations:

Diplomatic relations between the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Republic of Tunisia were established In July 01, 1998.

By the decree №1937 dated 02.02.2007 of the President of the Republic Azerbaijan, Ambassador of the Republic Azerbaijan in the Kingdom of Morocco S. Aghabeyov with the residence in Rabat, was appointed as an Ambassador of the Republic Azerbaijan in Tunisia.

The Embassy of Azerbaijan in Morocco was opened in Tunisia In April 17,2009. Mubariz Imanzadeh was appointed as the Charge d'Affaires of Azerbaijan in Tunisia.

High-level mutual relations:

Ministers:

6-8 October 2008 - Ambassador of Tunisia in Russia Keamies Jinaui visited Azerbaijan to participate at the 4th Conference of Higher Education Ministers of ISEESCO held in Baku

13-15 October 2009 - A visit of the delegation headed by director of Tunisia Republic National Center Mr. Mohammed Mahjub to participate in the 6th ECO Conference of the Ministers of Culture held in Baku

6-9 November 2012 - A visit of the Minister of information and communication technologies of Tunisia Republic Mongi Marzug to Azerbaijan
Contractual-legal base:

There are 17 documents signed between Azerbaijan and Tunisia.